Recreation Field
Policies and Procedures

The Student Activity and Academic Center asks that all patrons cooperate with these policies and procedures at all times to ensure safety in the facility.

- The Student Activity and Academic Center Recreation field and the surrounding property are for use by Emory University students, faculty, staff, and current SAAC members.

- All users must have valid Emory ID cards, and all guest must be accompanied by a valid Emory user.

- Users must present valid Emory ID upon request.

- Events on the field must be reserved and approved through the Student Activity and Academic Center.

- Playing on or use of closed fields will result in loss of field privileges.

- No pets, glass, metal containers, alcohol, golfing, baseball or softball permitted on the recreation field.

- No cleats on the field unless part of an approved recreation program or athletic event.

Student Activity and Academic Center email: saac@emory.edu

Violators may be charged with trespassing